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ABSTRACT
Perhaps the most significant challenge in the current era of gravitational wave detection is reducing

the noise present in the laser interferometers used to observe such signals. One such gravitational-wave
detector is the German English Observatory 600 (GEO 600), a 600 meter interferometer located
outside of Hannover, Germany. “Dark noise," a category of noise that is present whether or not the
detector is locked, impedes the sensitivity of GEO 600 at high frequencies. Dark noise partially
consists of electronics noise, from internal characteristics in electrical components and coupling to the
outside world, and digitization noise, arising when converting a signal from analog to digital. Ideally,
the electronics noise floor should be louder than the analog to digital converter (ADC) noise floor,
such that the electronics noise can be fully resolved with an ADC and thus accounted for in data
analysis. However, after a recent upgrade at GEO 600, this is not the case. We design, build, and
install the first of several new whitening filters to be installed after the main high power diode (HPD)
at GEO 600. These electronics increase the relative amplitude of the HPD readout signal at high
frequencies, i.e. between 100 Hz and 10 kHz, thus exploiting the full resolution of the ADC.

1. INTRODUCTION

Gravitational waves from the inspiral and coalescence
of two black holes were first detected on September
14, 2015 by the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave
Observatory (LIGO) detectors in Livingston, LA & Han-
ford, WA and the Virgo detector in Italy (Abbott et al.
2016), completely revolutionizing the way in which the
universe can be observed. Since then, LIGO and Virgo
have had two complete observing runs during which
gravitational waves from ten binary black hole events
and one binary neutron star event were detected (Ab-
bott et al. 2018). Presently, LIGO and Virgo are in
the midst of their third observing run, yielding weekly
detections of such compact binary coalescences.
The global network of ground-based interferometeric

gravitational-wave detectors includes the two LIGO de-
tectors in the United States and one being built in India,
the Virgo detector in Italy, KAGRA in Japan, and GEO
600 in Germany. GEO 600 plays a unique role in the sys-
tem of gravitational wave detectors. It is the smallest
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detector in the network, with arms 600 meters in length,
much smaller than the four-kilometer long arms boasted
by the LIGO detectors. Because it is smaller than LIGO,
GEO 600 is less sensitive to passing gravitational waves,
but still plays an essential role in detector development.
Much of the key technology utilized by the larger LIGO
and Virgo detectors was pioneered at GEO 600, such as
squeezed light, mirror suspensions, pre-stabilized lasers,
power and signal recycling, automatic locking of the de-
tector, and more (GEO 600 2019).
Now that gravitational waves can and have been de-

tected, the most significant challenge is making gravi-
tational wave detectors more and more sensitive. In-
creased sensitivity allows for detection of sources from
further away, from less massive objects, and from more
exotic gravitational-wave (GW) sources. In future ob-
serving runs, the LIGO detection network aspires to be
sensitive enough to observe GW bursts from transient
sources; continuous GW signals, such as from rotating
non-axisymmetric neutron stars; and a stochastic GW
background throughout the universe. In order to achieve
these goals, noise sources that effect gravitational-wave
detectors must be studied and reduced as much as pos-
sible.
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One class of noise that currently limits sensitivity is
“dark noise." As the name implies, dark noise is noise
that is present whether the laser in the detector is run-
ning or not, and thus cannot be reduced by the squeezing
of light. Amongst other things, dark noise includes elec-
tronics noise and digitization noise. In this paper, we
describe a project that is part of the effort to decrease
the dark noise of the GEO 600 detector: designing and
building whitening electronics for the signal from the
main high-power photodiode (HPD).
More specifically, a primary motivation for this project

is that the signal from the HPD in the GEO 600 inter-
ferometer is not well conditioned to the data acquisi-
tion system. It is too quiet at high frequencies (greater
than 100 Hz), meaning it cannot be fully resolved by the
analog-to-digital converter (ADC).
In Section 2, we provide a more detailed description of

noise in gravitational-wave detectors, focusing on dark
noise. We discuss and compare electronics noise and
ADC noise. Section 3 compares the path of the signal
at GEO 600 beginning at the HPD before and after our
electronics are installed. In Section 4, the particulars of
the design for our whitening electronics are given. We
provide design criteria, circuit diagrams, transfer func-
tions, and spectra of the signal from the HPD before and
after passing through the electronics. In Section 5 we
discuss the measurements of the transfer function and
the noise floor of the electronics after they were built.
Section 6 discusses the incorporation of the whitening
filter into the calibration chain at GEO 600. Section
7 discusses installation and last minute changes to the
filter. Finally, conclusions and future work are given in
Section 8.

2. NOISE IN GRAVITATIONAL-WAVE
DETECTORS

The observatories in the global gravitational-wave de-
tector network are ground-based laser interferometers.
Shaped like a giant “L", these interferometers are sensi-
tive to differential changes in arm length. Lasers travel
down and back each arm of the interferometer, recom-
bining at a main photodiode where interference patterns
are observed. Through these interference patterns, dif-
ferential changes in arm length can be deduced. A pass-
ing gravitational wave stretches space in one direction,
and squeezes space in the perpendicular direction, caus-
ing one arm of the detector to lengthen while the other
shrinks. The resultant difference in detector arm-length
is extremely small: approximately 1/10,000 the width
of a proton. Since these signals are so small, they can
be obscured by many sources of noise (The Kavli Foun-
dation 2019).

2.1. Noise in General

Some large sources of noise that ground-based
gravitational-wave detectors deal with are seismic noise
from the ground, noise from power and frequency fluctu-
ations in the lasers, thermal fluctuations in the mirrors,
and noise arising from the quantum nature of light,
called shot noise. Technology such as seismic isolation,
laser stabilization, improvements in mirror coatings and
thermal compensation, and optical squeezing are all
currently being worked on in the global effort to reduce
noise in gravitational wave detectors (The Kavli Foun-
dation 2019). Much of this effort, especially related to
squeezing, is spearheaded at GEO 600.

2.2. Dark Noise

The noise we work with in this paper is called “dark
noise." Dark noise is noise that is present whether or not
the detector is actually on, and thus cannot be reduced
by squeezing. It largely arises from inherent noise in the
electronics used to process data from the HPD, and from
the conversion of signals from analog to digital using an
ADC.
Electronics noise is caused by internal fluctuations

in voltage and current caused by electrical components
themselves as well as coupling between these compo-
nents as the outside world. Thermal noise from resis-
tances of electrical components; electron shot noise from
random variations in electron motion; and burst noise
from imperfections in semiconductor materials are some
sources of electronics noise. Additionally, cables can act
like antenna to radio frequency (RF) fields generated in
wireless communications in the surrounding area, caus-
ing circuits to couple to stray RF fields. Other couplings
to the environment, such as to atmospheric factors like
lightning storms, can also cause more noise, but this is
more rare and less significant to our analysis (All About
Circuits 2019).
ADC noise, on the other hand, arises from the digiti-

zation or quantization of an analog signal. At GEO 600
and other gravitational-wave detectors, the signal from
the interferometer comes from the main photodiode: it
is analog. However to convert this signal into a mean-
ingful gravitational-wave strain measurement, it must
be converted to the digital domain. The ADCs at GEO
600 are 16 bit ADCs: they measure voltage from ± 10 V
in 64,000 discrete steps. Noise in analog to digital con-
version arises from rounding errors between the analog
input signal to the digital output signal. ADCs cannot
resolve quiet, high frequency changes in input voltage.
This is illustrated in the diagram in Figure 1.
Quantitatively, the value of the ADC noise floor can

be calculated using the least significant bit (LSB) and
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Figure 1. A time domain visualization of the cause of ADC
noise. If a feature in an analog signal is of lower frequency
and amplitude than the red line in the diagram, then it will
not be present in the digitized signal. At GEO 600, stray RF
fields could lead to this type of signal. Image from Wikipedia
(2019).

sampling frequency of the ADC. The LSB is essentially
the voltage resolution of the ADC. For an N -bit ADC
with input voltage between Vref,+ and Vref,−, the LSB
is defined as

LSB =
Vref,+ − Vref,−

2N
. (1)

Then, as given in Claff (2015), the stationary ampli-
tude spectral density (ASD) value of the ADC noise
floor, in units of 1/

√
Hz, is

LSB√
12 fS

(2)

where fS is the sampling frequency of the ADC. At GEO
600, N = 15 (the 16th bit represents positive or nega-
tive) and Vref,± = ±10V, yielding a least significant bit
of 6.1 × 10−4V. The ADC sampling frequency at GEO
600 is fS = 65,536 Hz. Therefore, the stationary ASD
value for the ADC noise floor is 6.9× 10−7/

√
Hz.

Ideally, the electronics noise floor should be louder
than the ADC noise floor at all frequencies. We want
the electronics noise to be able to be fully resolved in the
digital domain, which cannot happen if it is quieter than
the ADC noise floor. However, as can be seen in Figure
2, this is not currently the case at GEO 600. Since the
ADC noise floor is immutable for a given ADC, we must
turn to a solution that amplifies the signal - including
the electronics noise - before it enters the ADC.

3. SIGNAL PATH AT GEO 600

Before designing any electronics to help minimize the
effects of ADC noise, we had to fully understand the
path the signal takes from the HPD. In particular, before
implementing our electronics, the signal went through
an existing box labeled “Whitening Filter" that did not
have existing documentation (see Figure 3). After mea-
suring the transfer function of this box, we determined
that it has a uniform gain of 20 decibels (dB). We de-
cided to remove this box after implemented the new
whitening electronics.

Figure 2. Amplitude spectral density of electronics noise
floor and ADC noise floor. The electronics noise floor was
obtained from measurements made by Michael Weinart and
reported in the GEO 600 logbook. The theoretical ADC floor
was calculated using a random time series with a variance as
given in equation 2. We can see that the ADC noise floor is
louder than the electronics noise floor in the frequency range
of interest.

As can be seen in Figure 3, the path taken by the
HPD signal ends up in five locations: three front end
computers, the servo module, and the old data acquisi-
tion system (DAQs). The signal from the HPD is used to
do many things: generate the gravitational-wave strain
h(t) from the detector output, lock the detector by pro-
viding data to the servos, lock the output mode clean-
ers (OMC), and provide information to the squeezer,
amongst other things. Each of these locations has dif-
ferent criteria for how the signal should look like after
whitening. This is further discussed in Section 4.2.
This summer, we focused on just designing the whiten-

ing electronics for one of the front end computers (con-
taining the control and data system, or CDS), but left
room on our electronics board where other whitening
modules can be implemented at a later date. As part
of implementing our new whitening scheme, we simplify
the path taken by the signal. The new design is shown
in Figure 4.
Additionally it is important to note that the new

whitening electronics are installed downstairs at GEO
600, directly after the HPD electronics, and not upstairs
as previous whitening electronics have been.

4. WHITENING ELECTRONICS: DESIGN &
CONSTRUCTION

“Whitening" refers to a decorrelation transformation
that maps a set of random but correlated variables to
a new set of random variables with identity covariance.
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Figure 3. Schematic showing the current path of the signal from the main photodiode (HPD) to the front end computers
(FE1, FE2, and FE3), the servo (which controls the position of the mirror suspensions), and the old data acquisition system
(DAQ). S → D stands for single to differential. As part of this project, we characterized the box labeled “Whitening Filter,"
since there was not existing thorough documentation for this component, determining that it provides a gain of 20 dB across
all frequencies.
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Figure 4. Schematic showing proposed path for signal after new whitening electronics are installed. FE2 is one of the front
end computers, containing the control and data system (CDS). The OMC rack holds the technology used to lock the output
mode cleaners, and the box labeled “Mi DC lock" holds the technology used to lock the interferometer.
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Figure 5. Visualization of a whitening transformation.
Graphic from Mukundan et al. (2017).

This is graphically represented in Figure 5. In the case
of the readout signal at GEO 600, the set of random
variables refers to the noise. Theoretically, a whitening
transformation turns the noise present in the signal to
white noise, or noise with the same power in every fre-
quency bin. Whitening is essential in data analysis to
find signals amongst noise, or even prominent features in
the noise itself: it normalizes the signal power at all fre-
quencies so excess power in any frequency bin becomes
more obvious.
When dealing with electrical signals, whitening trans-

formations are applied via filters. Through various com-
binations of resistors, capacitors, and operational ampli-
fiers, electrical filters suppress signals at certain frequen-
cies while amplifying signals at other frequencies. The
specific behavior of a filter circuit depends on the values
of its components and topology.

4.1. Methods

Our method of designing and building the whiten-
ing electronics is as follows. First we specified design
criteria for the whitened signal. We designed a cir-
cuit in Simulink with components and topology that we
thought would satisfy these requirements.
Next, we took time-domain data from the HPD during

the different stages of acquiring lock. In Simulink, we
applied our filter to this HPD signal, and compared the
data in the time domain and frequency domain before
and after whitening. Then, we followed the same process
but with data containing large glitches, obtained using
the LIGO DataView7 software, to ensure that whitening
the signal with glitches would not saturate the ADC.
Several iterations of Simulink models were tested until
we were satisfied with the performance of our circuit.
After this, we used EAGLE to design a schematic and

printed circuit board (PCB) layout for the electronics.
The board was etched, soldered, and fit into the appro-
priate hardware box. More information about each of
these stages in design and construction is given in the
following subsections.

4.2. Design Criteria

The first design criterion for our whitening electronics
is a statement of its over-all purpose: the electronics
must increase the relative power in the high frequencies
of the signal from the HPD. By high frequencies, we
specifically mean greater than 100 Hz.
The second design criterion is that the amplitude of

the whitened signal should be at least two times greater
than the dark noise floor of the data acquisition system,
which includes the ADC noise and the electronics noise
(see Figure 2). This criterion requires us to look at the
ASD of the signal.
The third design criterion is that, when entering the

ADC, the whitened signal should have a minimum and
maximum voltage of half of the minimum and maximum
voltage allowed by the ADC. The ADC at GEO 600 has
a min/max input voltage of +/- 10 V, so the input signal
after whitening should be within the range of +/- 5 V.
To check this criterion, we must look at the whitened
signals in the time domain, at at the root-mean-squared
(RMS) voltages of the signals. The RMS voltage should
be approximately the same before and after whitening.
A fourth criterion for the final design of the circuit

board is that it should have several outputs:

• A copy of the input
• Output to the CDS
• Output to the OMC servo
• Output to the Michelson servo
• One other output for other filtering needs that
might arise.

The input from the HPD as well as all of the outputs
should be through double-LEMO cables, meaning the
signal must be differential 1.
This summer, we focused on the first two bullet-points

above: designing a filter than outputs a copy of the input
and an output to the CDS.

4.3. Circuit Design

Two essential concepts in circuit design are transfer
functions and bode plots. Transfer functions, most com-
monly represented in the Laplace domain, are functions
relating the output of a system to its input. The trans-
fer function H(s) of some system, such as an electrical
fitler, is

H(s) :=
Vout(s)

Vin(s)
=

Y (s)

X(s)
(3)

1 Differential signalling is a way to send electronic signals where
the signal is transmitted through two wires; one wire caries an
inverted copy of the signal in the other wire. Differential signals
are ideally equal in amplitude and opposite in polarity.
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where Vout(s) and Vin(s) are the input and output volt-
ages in the Laplace domain, and Y (s) and X(s) contain
the same information expressed as a polynomial. Two
important properties of the system are it’s ‘poles’ and
‘zeros.’ Poles are values of s for which X(s) = 0; Zeros
are values of s for which Y (s) = 0.
To design our HPD-to-CDS whitening filter, we first

thought about our desired poles and zeros and over-all
gain. We considered the desired behavior of amplifying
high frequencies (>100 Hz) with respect to low frequen-
cies, while having an over all gain that satisfies the sec-
ond and third design requirements listed in Section 4.2.
In addition to these design criteria, we also want to sup-
press really high frequencies (> 10,000 Hz) since they
are well outside of the desired sensitivity band, and the
signal in this region is not well understood. We do not
want it to affect RMS voltage measurements. This is a
common practice in electrical engineering.
Then, we decided on an over-all circuit topology. We

broke the circuit into three sections: a differential re-
ceiver that turns the differential signal into a single sig-
nal, the actual whitening filter, and a differential sender
that turns the single signal back into a differential sig-
nal. We decided to include extra gain in the differential
receiver to amplify the signal to the desired input range
for the ADC. The topology for the differential sender
and receiver are widely known, and were copied from
guides in the electronics workshop at AEI. The topol-
ogy for the whitening filter itself was initially based off
of the design of a lead-lag compensator (University of
Michigan 2017), but was heavily modified in the design
process.
After several iterations of design and testing using the

methods described in Section 4.4, we came up with the
circuit design shown in Figure 6. The circuit has two
zeros poles and four poles, given in Table 1.
From the poles and zeros, we calculate that the entire

transfer function for the HPD-to-CDS whitening filter is

H(s) =
5× 1010 (s+ 49.97) (s+ 62.46)

(s+ 250) (s+ 1000) (s+ 105)2
(4)

A bode plot is a way of visualizing a transfer function
by looking at its magnitude and phase as a function

Table 1. Theoretical zeros, poles, and gain of the HPD-to-
CDS whitening filter design. Values obtained from Simulink
linear simulation function. Gain refers to the over-all multi-
plicative coefficient in the transfer function (see equation 4
for an example).

Zeros (Hz) 9.94 7.95
Poles (Hz) 15915 15915 159.15 39.79

Gain 5 ×1010

of frequency. Magnitude typically is plotted in decibels;
phase is plotted in degrees. Gain in decibels is calculated
by

HdB(s) = 20 log10 |H(s)| . (5)

Therefore, 20 dB corresponds to a change in magnitude
of 10; 40 dB to 100; -20 dB to 1/10, etc. It is a loga-
rithmic ratio between system output and input. A bode
plot for the transfer function in equation 4 is shown in
Figure 7.
To satisfy the fourth design criterion given in Section

4.2, we decided to make four total whitening “zones"
on the PCB. Two have the topology labeled “Whiten-
ing Filter" in Figure 6; one of these has the capacitor
and resistor values shown in Figure 6 and the other has
pins where other capacitors and resistors can later be in-
serted. The other two zones do not have a fixed topology,
as it is likely that future filters that need to be imple-
mented will be more complicated than the HPD-to-CDS
whitening filter to account for the more complex signal
shaping necessary for the servos. Thus, we use routing
pads: regions on the PCB that are similar to breadboard
but require soldering to make electrical connections. A
full schematic for the PCB is given in the Appendix.

4.4. Simulated Results

To test the performance of the circuit before actually
building it, we designed a Simulink model (Figure 6),
through which we filtered real data from the HPD taken
during each stage of lock acquisition. The data from the
HPD was recovered after the “Whitening Box" discussed
in Section 3 and was recovered in “counts." Thus, to
get the actual signal from the HPD, we had to convert
from counts to volts and then digitally undo the existing
whitening. The conversion from counts to volts was a
simple rescaling conversion, as follow:

xV =
20V (xcounts + 32767)

65535
+ 10V (6)

where xcounts is the signal in counts and xV is the signal
in volts. This equation maps values in the range [-32767,
32768] to [-10 V, 10 V]. The input signal is this specific
range of counts because it comes from a 16-bit ADC:
the first 15 bits map from 1 to 32768 (215) and the 16th

bit indicates positive or negative. The negative values
allowed are -32767 to 0. This totals to 65535 possible
integer values.
To undo the existing whitening from the “Whitening

box" module, we then divided the input signal in volts
by 10, since we measured a uniform 20 dB gain from this
filter. Thus, the HPD data we send into our Simulink
whitening filter model lies between -1V to +1V.
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Figure 6. A Simulink circuit diagram of the signal path in the whitening electronics from the HPD to the CDS. The path is
broken into three sections: a differential (input) to single receiver, the actual whitening, and a single to differential (output)
sender plus a gain of 5. Full schematics for all parts of the electronics / PCB are given in the Appendix.

Figure 7. Bode plot of theoretical transfer function for the
whitening filter with an output to the CDS. Plot generated
in Simulink using the model shown in Figure 6.

Frequency and time domain plots of the HPD data
before and after being sent through our whitening filter

Simulink model are shown in Figures 8 and 9 respec-
tively. From these plots, we can see that the HPD-to-
CDS whitening filter satisfies design criteria 1, 2, and 3
given in Section 4.2.
The final test before building the electronics was to en-

sure that the filter was well behaved during glitchy data.
Large transient glitches should not saturate the ADC af-
ter passing through our filter, meaning that they should
not have an amplitude greater than ± 10 V. To obtain
glitchy data to test, we searched through Omega trigger
data on G1 Summary Page (2019) to obtain the times
of the most significant glitches during three twenty-four
hour periods. Then, we used the LIGO DataView7 soft-
ware to obtain 20 seconds of GEO HPD data centered
at the time of each glitch, which we passed through our
Simulink model after rescaling. Results in the time do-
main are plotted in Figure 10. We can see that our
whitening filter does not cause the glitches to saturate
the ADC, thus satisfying the design criteria.
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Figure 8. Plot the amplitude spectral density (ASD) of HPD data from different stages of lock acquisition before and after the
whitening filter was applied. We can see that the whitening filter satisfies the criterion of having the whitened data be at least
twice as large in amplitude as the dark noise floor at all frequencies.
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Figure 9. Time domain plot of HPD data from different stages of lock acquisition before and after the whitening filter was
applied. We can see that the whitening filters satisfies the criterion of not saturating the ADC: after whitening, the amplitude
of the signal lies within ± 10 volts.
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Figure 10. Time domain plot of 20 seconds of HPD data centered at the loudest glitch for three days, before and after the
whitening filter was applied. As in Figure 9, we can see that the whitening filters satisfies the criterion of not saturating the
ADC, even during the loudest transient glitch events.

4.5. Building

The penultimate stage of my work this summer was
actually building the whitening electronics box. This
work had several stages:

• Design the PCB in EAGLE
• Have the PCB etched at the electronics workshop
at the AEI
• Mechanically alter the PCB, such as drilling de-
sired holes
• Populate the PCB with desired components via
soldering
• Drill appropriate holes in the front panel for the
box holding the whitening electronics
• Assemble the box.

Images of the resultant whitening electronics and box
that contains it are shown in Figures 11, 12, and 13.
The op-amps2 on the left in Figure 11 are for con-

verting the inputs and outputs from differential to sin-

2 All of the operational amplifiers used in this project are
LT1124 double op-amp chips.

gle and vice versa. These inputs/outputs are labeled in
Figure 13. As aforementioned in the design criteria, all
inputs/outputs are double-LEMO cables. In the middle
of the board is the implementation of the HPD-to-CDS
whitening filter (close up of board shown in Figure 12)
as well as another filter with the same topology that has
not yet been populated with components. Gold pins
were soldered to the board so that eventually resistors
and capacitors can be easily added in the future without
soldering.
The far right of the board is the standard connection

to the GEO power supplies. An LED on the front panel
of the box will turn on when power is connected.
The bottom section of the board contains the afore-

mentioned four routing pads with space for up to four
additional op-amps, which are used to give space on the
board to add filters with any topology. The left two
routing pads are connected to the third non-copy out-
put; the right two routing pads are connected to the
fourth non-copy output (the bottom two double-LEMO
connections, shown in Figure 13).
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Figure 11. Picture of electronics PCB after soldering the
components in place. Note the un-populated routing pads
in the bottom of the board. These can be filled with com-
ponents for whitening filters designed and implemented at a
later date, such as those for the signal sent to the OMC servo
and the Michelson servo.

Figure 12. Close up of HPD-to-CDS whitening electronics
on PCB described throughout this paper.

All of the filters are already connected to the correct
input and output, so the majority of the physical imple-
mentation of the whitening box is complete. Whoever
designs the remaining three filters will simply have to
populate the whitening-filter sections of board with the
desired components.

Figure 13. Picture of outside of box containing whitening
electronics. Each plug takes a double-LEMO cable.

5. WHITENING ELECTRONICS: TESTING &
MEASUREMENTS

Once the electronics were built, we measured the
transfer function and the noise floor of the whitening fil-
ter and copy-of-input using a Agilent 35670A Dynamic
Signal Analyser in the electronics lab at the GEO 600 de-
tector site. The transfer function fitting methods tfest
and zpk in Matlab were used to determine the poles and
zeros of the physical circuit.

5.1. Transfer Functions

A total of twelve transfer function measurements were
taken from the ‘Input to HPD’ to ‘Output to CDS’ con-
nections, as labeled in Figure 13. This is because we
are dealing with differential signals over a wide range of
frequencies.
We can break the input signal into V +

in and V −
in where

V −
in = −V +

in . Similarly, we can break the output signal
into V +

out and V −
out. We therefore define the total transfer

function as

H(s) =
V +
out − V −

in

V +
out − V −

in

:=
V diff
in

V diff
out

. (7)
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Figure 14. Bode plots of data from the signal analyser (Agilent 35670A) and the theoretical transfer function of the filter.
Data from the signal analyser was taken in three different frequency bands and resolutions. All measurements made with 800
data points. The mid and high frequency measurements were made with 100 averages. The low frequency measurement is made
with 20 averages to limitations of the signal analyser.

We can express each output voltage as a linear combi-
nation of the input voltages:

V +
out = G++ V +

out +G−+ V −
in (8)

V −
out = G+− V +

out +G−− V −
in (9)

where Gi are the gains measured between each in-
put/output. For example, G++ is the transfer function
between V +

in and V +
out if V

−
in and V −

out are grounded. The
voltages and the gains are functions of frequency.
After some simple algebraic rearranging of equations

(7) - (9), we can see that the total transfer function is

H(s) =
1

2

(
G++(s)−G−+(s)

−G+−(s) +G−−(s)

)
(10)

if we enforce that V −
in = −V +

in . We measured each Gi -
the transfer function between each input/output combi-
nation - and then combined them accordingly.
For each of these input/output combinations, three

transfer function measurements were taken: one at just

low frequencies (93.75 mHz - 100.93 Hz), one at mid-
range frequencies (10 Hz - 1.6 kHz), and one at high
frequencies (100 Hz - 51.3kHz). This was done to get a
better frequency resolution across the entire frequency
range of interest than would be obtainable with just one
measurement across the full range. Figure 14 shows the
theoretical vs. measured transfer function in each fre-
quency range. We can see that qualitatively, the fit is
extremely good.
We also took transfer function measurements from the

‘Input from HPD’ to ‘Copy of Input’ connections to en-
sure that this path is consistent with a 0dB gain and a
0 degree phase shift, which it is. The more important
measurement for this signal path is the noise floor, given
in Section 5.2.
Next, we need to compare the measured and theo-

rized transfer functions. The twelve transfer function
measurements were combined into one transfer function
and the Matlab function tfest was used to calculate
the best fit transfer function of this signal. As part of
the tfest fitting, we had to provide a weighting filter,
which gives a weight to each frequency bin considered in
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Figure 15. Left : Bode plots of the combined signal analyser (Agilent 35670A) data with the theoretical transfer function
and the best fit transfer functions, as determined by the Matlab function tfest. Right : The differences in dB between the
theoretical transfer function and the data, and each best fit transfer function and the data. Obtained by dividing the measured
data in the frequency domain by each transfer function.

the transfer function fitting. To construct our weight-
ing filter, we started with the inverse of the measured
transfer function, and then gave a weight of 0 the 50 Hz
line and every frequency greater than 10 kHz. We do
not want these frequencies to interfere with the fitting
at lower-mid range frequencies, as 10 Hz - 10 kHz are
the most essential frequencies to gravitational-wave de-
tection and therefore should be most heavily considered
in the fitting.
We found that the best possible fit was obtained with

a transfer function with 3 zeros and 5 poles, which is
different from the physical circuit which supposedly has
2 zeros and 4 poles (given in Table 1). Something in the
electronics is happening at high frequencies that makes
adding an extra zero around 4.4 kHz and an extra pole
around 3.7 kHz a better fit to the measurements. This is
worth further investigation, but is outside of the scope
of the project this summer.
A plot of the best fit transfer function with 3 zeros

and 5 poles and as well as the best fit transfer function
if we constrain the model to have 2 zeros and 4 poles
are shown in Figure 15. Figure 15 also displays the dif-
ference between the data and each model in dB. Ideally,
we want to difference to be less than 0.1dB at all fre-
quencies lower than 10 kHz, which is the case with the
3 zero 5 pole model. The poles, zeros, and gain of the

best fit transfer functions along with their uncertainties
and some more information about the fits are given in
Tables 2 and 3.

5.2. Noise Floors

Next, we calculated the noise floor associated with
our filter. To do this, we also used the Agilent 35670A
Dynamic Signal Analyser. We measured the ASD (in
Vrms/

√
Hz) from the two outputs of the electronics while

no input was plugged in. Then, to ensure that this noise
floor was being fully resolved by the signal analyser, we
also measured the noise floor of the signal analyser while
nothing was plugged into it. These measurements, taken
in multiple frequency ranges, are shown in Figure 16.
A key feature that stands out in the noise floor mea-

surements is that the noise from the signal analyser it-
self is dominated by its ADC noise, as it increased when
the sampling frequency is decreased and/or the range
is increased. This is apparent as the noise floor of the
‘Output to CDS’ path was taken with a higher range
than the ‘Copy of Input’ path, and the noise floor of the
signal analyser is more significantly effected by changes
in sampling frequency that occur with this range.
Another noticeable feature of these measurements is

that at mid-high frequencies, the electronics noise from
the ‘Output to CDS’ path has a similar shape to the
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Table 2. Measured zeros, poles, and gain of the HPD-to-CDS whitening filter design with their uncertainties if we all any
number of poles and zeros. Values and uncertainties obtained from Matlab tfest and zpkdata functions. Gain refers to the
over-all multiplicative coefficient in the transfer function (see equation 4 for an example).

Zeros (Hz) 4404 10.3 7.7
δ Zeros (Hz) 2.23 ×105 0.0055 0.0031
Poles (Hz) 17460 15280 3708 163 41
δ Poles (Hz) 108 93.8 1.58 0.018 0.021

Gain 4.5697 ×1010

δ Gain 1.86 ×107

Percent fit 99.72%
Mean Squared Error of fit 5.444×10−5

Table 3. Measured zeros, poles, and gain of the HPD-to-CDS whitening filter design with their uncertainties if we constrain
the number of poles and zeros to match the initial circuit model. Values and uncertainties obtained from Matlab tfest and
zpkdata functions. Gain refers to the over-all multiplicative coefficient in the transfer function (see equation 4 for an example).

Zeros (Hz) 10.52 7.6
δ Zeros (Hz) 0.0079 0.0044
Poles (Hz) 37224 8023 161 41
δ Poles (Hz) 805.3 46 0.097 0.033

Gain 6.0318 ×1010

δ Gain 109

Percent fit 96.32%
Mean Squared Error of fit 0.009634

Figure 16. Measurements of the electronics noise floor of
the ‘Copy of Input’ and ‘Output to CDS’ signal paths in the
whitening electronics (blue), compared to the noise floor of
the signal analyser (Agilent 35670A) itself (red).

whitening filter transfer function itself. This means that
the noise is being generated and then passing through
the filter. Furthermore, low frequency noise is being
generated after or separately from the whitening filter
portion of the electronics, as it is not shaped by the
whitening filter. This was deduced by comparing the
lower panel in Figure 16 and the upper panel in Figure
7.
We can conclude that the noise floor measured by the

signal analyser is not impacted by the noise in the signal
analyser ADC itself, as the signal analyser ADC noise is
at least one order of magnitude less than the electronics
noise from the ‘Copy of Input’ output and at least half
of an order of magnitude less than the electronics noise
from the ‘Output to CDS’ output. Therefore, the blue
lines in Figure 16 are valid noise floors for the electronics.

6. CALIBRATION

A main reason whitening electronics are used is so
that the HPD signal in the digital world contains max-
imal information. However, once the signal is digitized,
this whitening must be “undone" to obtain the original
signal again. This requires implementing a module in
the CDS. The sum of all these CDS modules is known
as the calibration chain. Using the results given in Sec-
tion 5, we implemented a dewhitening module in CDS
that contains a filter that is the inverse of the analog
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Figure 17. Jim Lough installing the whitening electronics
downstairs at GEO 600 outside of the HPD.

whitening fitler described throughout this paper. To do
this, we made the poles of the analog filter the zeros
of the digital filter and vice versa, and inverted the DC
gain.
The CDS module also contains a de-anti-aliaising

module to invert the effects of the anti-aliasing (AA) fil-
ter that HPD data also passes through before going into
the CDS. The purpose of an anti-aliasing filter is to sup-
press frequencies above the Nyquist frequency. We mea-
sured the poles of the AA filters using the same methods
for measuring and fitting transfer functions as described
above for the whitening filter, and created the appropri-
ate inverse filter in CDS.

7. INSTALLATION AND LAST MINUTE CHANGES

After making the CDS de-whitening module, we fi-
nally installed the whitening box downstairs outside of
the HPD (see Figure 17 for a picture of the installa-
tion happening)! Then, using CDS, we tracked the in-
put and output channels for the filter. We realized that
the over-all gain given by the electronics was not suf-
ficient. Thus, we un-installed the electronics, changed
some resistor values at the differential receiver to make
the gain greater by a factor of 16, and then re-installed
the box. The new resistor values are given in Appendix
A. This change was sufficient to achieve our over-all goal.
The signal spectra before and after passing through the
whitening filter are shown in Figure 18.
In Figure 18 we can see that the whitening filter

achieves its goals: the signal spectra is whiter, graph-
ically represented by spanning less range vertically on
the ASD plot; it is louder at high frequencies by over a
factor of 2 and quieter at low frequencies; and the RMS
voltage is approximately the same before and after the
filter, meaning total power in the signal the same.

Figure 18. Amplitude spectral density for the HPD signal
before (blue) and after (red) passing through the whitening
electronics, in counts. The dotted lines show RMS voltage.
The plot of smaller magnitude is the noise floor, including
the ADC and electronics noise.

Due to time constraints, the transfer function and
noise floor of the electronics were not measured after
the last minute changes to over-all gain, but we assume
the difference in noise will negligible as the same num-
ber/type of components are used before and after the
changes. We also assume that the best-fit poles and ze-
ros of the filter will remain the same, but this needs to
be checked by taking and fitting new transfer function
measurements.

8. CONCLUSION

In the current era of gravitational-wave detection,
some of the largest technical challenges involve reduc-
ing the noise in the laser-interferometers used to detect
these ripples in space-time. In order to reduce noise,
signals must be fully resolved by the equipment used to
record it. One source of noise - ADC noise - arises when
converting the analog signal from the main photodiode
to a digital signal used for data analysis. To reduce the
effect of ADC noise at GEO 600, we built whitening
electronics that amplify the signal at high frequencies
relative to the signal at low frequencies such that the
HPD data can be more fully resolved by the ADC. The
measured poles, zeros, and gain of this filter are given
in Table 2 and the noise floor is shown in Figure 16.
After some last minute changes made to the over-all

gain of the filter, it satisfies all of the design criteria out-
line in Section 4.2. A before-and-after whitening ASD
comparison is shown in Figure 18.
The most significant future work for this project is de-

signing and building the whitening filters for the OMC
servo and the Michelson servo. The hardware is in place,
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and now design criteria for these two filters must be
specified. Then, as described in this paper, the filters
must be designed by selecting a topology and resistor
and capacitor component values, which will be soldered
to the PCB. Then transfer function and noise floor mea-
surements must be taken, and digital de-whitening fil-
ters must be employed in the CDS.
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Appendix A: EAGLE Schematic for Whitening Electronics
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The following resistor values in the actual electronics are different than labeled in the schematic above:

• R3 and R4 should be 2.5k

• R9 and R12 should be 200

• R21 should be 50k

• R25 should be 40k.
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Appendix B: EAGLE PBC Layout for Whitening Electronics

Etching on the top layer is red; etching on the bottom layer is blue. Routing pads are indicated in green. Black
outlines indicate hardware components.


